
  The Collection #78

By Marleen van der Most

handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com 

Materials used for all cards:

Collectables by Marleen: COL1467 (Mermaid), COL1468 (Sea life), Die cut and embossing machine, Clear stamps: CS1025 (Mermaid 

sentiments by Marleen), Ink pad: transparent VersaMark, Embossing powder Stampendous: white EP100, Papicolor card: Recycled 

kraft purple (327), Original: raven black (901), carnation white (903), lilac (914), light pink (923), caramel (926), cream (927), 

pearly white (930), mauve (937), nut brown (939), Pretty Papers design paper pad: PK9163 (Sea sparkle by Marleen), Enamel dots: 

PL4515 (snow & ice), Pearls: CA3132 (white), Derwent coloursoft: C200 (bright pink) and C500 (lichen green), Gel pen: white

Extra needed for this card: 

Design folder: DF3448 (Sea 

shells), Papicolor card Original: 

azure blue (904), turquoise 

(932), baby pink (959), Light 

green card, Paper distresser, 

Diamond gem: pink

Extra needed for this card: 

Craftables: CR1331 (Basic 

shapes-Circles), CR1360 (Basic 

shapes with stitches-Circles), 

Creatables: LR0601 (Border-

Sea shells), Ink pads Versa 

Magic: spring pansy (GD-35), 

sea breeze (GD-37), Papicolor 

card Original: dark brown 

(938), Diamond gems: purple

Materials used for this label: 
Collectables: COL1443 

(Giftwrapping-Karin’s Bird, 

Hearts & Tag), Collectables by 

Marleen: COL1467 (Mermaid) 

and COL1468 (Sea life), 

Craftables: CR1352 (Basic 

shapes-Labels), Text stamps 

by Marleen: CS1025 (Mermaid 

sentiments), Inkpad: 

Versamark, Embossing powder: 

Stampendous white EP100, 

Heat tool, Pretty Papers 

design paper pad: PK9163 

(Sea sparkle by Marleen), 

Papicolor card Original: raven black (901), azure blue (904), 

bright pink (912), caramel (926), pearly white (930), turquoise 

(932), mauve (937), baby pink (959), Glitter card: turquoise, 

Derwent coloursoft C200 (bright pink), Derwent coloursoft C500 

Cut a 15 x 15 cm pearly white top-fold card, 14.5 x 14.5 cm 

design paper and 13.5 x 13.5 cm pearly white card. Emboss the 

last card with the design folder and work the edges with a paper 

distresser. Adhere the layers together. Cut a 15 x 6.5 cm strip of 

design paper, 10.8 x 8.7 cm azure blue card and 10.3 x 8.2 cm 

design paper. Adhere the layers together and onto the card with 

3D-tape. Die cut the shapes needed, assemble and position onto 

the card. Use coloured pencil C500 to colour in the nose of the 

mermaid and C200 for the cheeks of mermaid and tortoise. 

Finish off as per example given.

Cut a 15 x 10.5 cm pearly white top-fold card, 14.5 x 10 cm 

mauve and 14 x 9.5 cm design paper. Work the edges of the last 

card with a paper distresser. Die cut the border with shells from 

pearly white and work with ink. Trace the curve of the die onto 

mauve, cut out and adhere under the shells. Adhere the layers 

together with the border with shells in between. Cut a 15 x 3.5 

cm strip of design paper and adhere. Die cut the largest solid 

circle from pearly white and the largest one with stitches from 

design paper. Adhere together and then with 3D tape onto the 

card. Die cut the shapes needed, assemble and position onto 

the card. Use coloured pencil C500 to colour in the nose of the 

mermaid and C200 for the cheeks of mermaid and fi sh. 

Finish off as per example given.

Die cut the label from pearly white card. Select a sheet of design 

paper and copy the inside of the label in pencil onto the reverse 

side. Cut out and adhere to the label.

Cut and tear a 10 x 4 cm strip of design paper, die cut the 

bottom of the label cutting die and layer onto the label.

Die cut the various parts for the mermaid and the sea plants etc. 

and assemble on the label.

Use coloured pencil C500 to draw a nose on the face of the 

mermaid and colour her cheeks with pencil C200. 

Finish off the label with a text, adhesive pearls, enamel dots and 

an adhesive stone.



By Sigrid Klingenberg

sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl

Materials used for all cards:

 Text stamps: CS0994 (Carpe Diem), Stamp master: LR0009, Ink pad: black, Papicolor card Original: black (901), pearly white (930), 

Stamping paper: white, Copy paper/scrap paper or masking paper

Extra needed for this card:

S ilhouette stamps: CS1027 

(Paris), Mask stencils: PS8035 

(Mosaic tiles), PS8036 (Broken 

tiles), Distress oxide ink: 

antique linen, bundled sage, 

worn lipstick, Papicolor card 

Original: baby pink (959), 

Craft sheet, Heat tool

Extra needed for this card:

Silhouette stamps: CS1027 

(Paris), Clear stamps: CS0995 

(Postage set), Mask stencils: 

PS8035 (Mosaic tiles), PS8036 

(Broken tiles), Distress ink: 

aged mahogany, fi red brick, 

festive berries, Ink pad 

Memento: rhubarb stalk, 

Papicolor card Original: red 

(918), Sponge + kitchen paper

Extra needed for this card:

Sil houette stamps: CS1026 

(Ocean), Distress oxide ink: 

cracked pistachio, mermaid 

lagoon, peacock feathers, 

Ink pads: blue and green, 

Papicolor card Original: 

turquoise (966), Craft sheet, 

Heat tool

Cut 13.5 x 10.5 cm stamping paper.

S tamp the different colours of distress oxide ink a few times 

onto craft sheet and sprinkle with water so that larger and 

smaller droplets of ink appear. Dip your stamping paper in the 

droplets carefully. Dry the paper with a heat tool. Dip the same 

paper in the ink again, you might like to move it around a little. 

Dry the paper each time it has been placed on the wet ink so 

that new layers of smudges appear. Set the stamping paper 

aside to dry. Use masks and distress oxide ink to create different 

shapes onto the stamping paper. Stamp the image and text in 

black ink. Then adhere the stamping paper onto 14 x 11 cm 

black card, followed by 14.5 x 11.5 cm baby pink and fi nally a 

16.5 x 13.5 cm pearly white single-fold card.

Cut 10 x 10 cm stamping paper. Cut two 10 x 2.25 cm strips of 

masking paper and stick them at the top and bottom on the 

stamping paper. Colour the central part of the stamping paper 

with the red distress inks. Stamp the skyline of Paris onto the 

lower border using Memento ink. Allow to dry. Use a mask and 

aged mahogany distress ink to stamp images in the bottom 

corners. Use a mask and water to create other shapes in the top 

corners, using a damp sponge. Place the mask onto the coloured 

part and carefully dab the sponge onto the apertures. Use a 

kitchen towel to dab dry the stamping paper.

Remove the masking paper and stamp the images and text using 

black ink.

Stamp the post stamp with red Memento ink.

Adhere the stamping paper to 10.5 x 10.5 cm black card, 

followed by 11 x 11 cm red card and then a 13 x 13 cm pearly 

white single-fold card.

Cu t 9.5 x 13.5 cm stamping paper. Stamp the different colours 

of distress oxide ink a few times onto craft sheet and sprinkle 

with water so that larger and smaller droplets of ink appear. 

Dip your stamping paper in the droplets carefully. Dry the paper 

with a heat tool. Dip the same paper in the ink again, you 

might like to move it around a little. Dry the paper each time it 

has been placed on the wet ink so that new layers of smudges 

appear. Set the stamping paper aside to dry. Use peacock 

feathers distress oxide ink and stamp the largest water plants on 

the top and bottom of the stamping paper.

Use the different blue and green ink colours to stamp the plant 

and text. Stamp the seamaids and sea animals in black ink.

Adhere the stamping paper to 10 x 14 cm black card, followed 

by 10.5 x 14.5 cm turquoise and then a 12.5 x 16.5 cm pearly 

white single-fold card.

(Lichen green), Enamel dots: PL4515 (snow & ice), Gel pen: 

white, Flat-backed adhesive pearls: CA3132 (white), Lace, Ribbon: 

JU0950 (sweet colors), Wax cord: pink



By Rimmie van de Sande

butterfl ykisses83.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:

Craftables: CR1333 (Basic shapes-Circles), Creatables: LR0603 (Flag), Die cut and embossing machine, Craft stencil: PS8034 (Post 

card), Inkpads: Memento grey fl annel, Versafi ne onyx black, Versacraft white, Decoupage sheet: VK9576 (Travelling), Pretty Papers 

design paper pads: PK9147 (Beary cute), PK9157 (Soft pastels), Card: blue, brown, gold, green, kraft, orange, red, white, black

Extra needed for this card:

Craftables: CR1409 (Fishing 

net), CR1471 (Punch die-

Airplanes), Creatables: LR0542 

(Suitcase), LR0605 (Photo 

camera), LR0606 (Globe), 

Design folder: DF3453 (Linen), 

Text stamps: CS0994 (Carpe 

diem), Distress ink: vintage 

photo, Stapler

Extra needed for this card:

Creatables: LR0353 (Houses-

Horizon), LR0545 (Leaves-

Sunfl ower), LR0546 (Anja’s 

Flower set), LR0605 (Film 

strip), Stamps: CS0994 (Carpe 

diem), CS0995 (Airmail), 

Distress ink: Victorian velvet, 

Enamel dots: PL4512 (pink and 

yellow)

Extra needed for this card:

Craftables: CR1222 (Tower 

of Pisa), CR1391 (Basic 

shapes-Tickets), CR1467 

(Oval), Creatables: LR0330 

(Car), LR0365 (Ice cream), 

LR0604 (Film strip), Stamps: 

CS0994 (Carpe diem), CS0995 

(Airmail), Distress ink: walnut 

stain, salty ocean and black 

soot, Pretty Papers design 

paper pad: PK9109 (Kraft)  

Place the post card stencil onto white card, trace the outer 

line in pencil and cut out. Then place the stencil onto grey 

kraft, trace the outer line of the rectangle and cut out. Place 

the stencil onto design paper and trace the inner line of the 

rectangle. Cut out a little smaller. Cut a 6 x 15 cm strip of 

design paper with wood grain design. Work 7 x 8 cm light brown 

card with the design folder. Ink the edges with distress ink 

vintage photo. 

Cut 2 x 3.5 cm design paper and insert a staple.

Cut 2.2 x 3.2 cm white card and stamp a text using Versafi ne 

ink. Die cut the parts needed using a smaller circle.

Work the camera with Versacraft. Finish off the card.

Trace the pattern onto 13.5 x 26.6 cm white card. Cut, score and 

fold the card. Cut design paper into: 6 x 10 cm, 3 x 13 cm, 3 x 

9.5 cm (2x) and 3 x 3 cm (2x). Layer onto the card.

Cut 1.2 x 13.5 cm white card and stamp a text using Memento 

ink. Place the post card stencil onto white card, trace the outer 

line of the smallest post card and cut out. Then place the stencil 

onto design paper, trace the outer line of the rectangle and cut 

out. Use Memento ink to stamp the post stamp. 

Die cut the parts needed from different card colours.

Work the fl ower with distress ink Victorian velvet. 

Die cut the image with a smaller circle.

Finish off the card as per example given.

Trace the label pattern twice onto kraft. Score one label at 

approximately 1/3 of the width and glue the top part to the 

other label. Cut a smaller label of 11.6 x 19.6 cm. Place design 

paper onto the label. Turn the label over and trace the slanting 

lines, then cut out a little smaller. Place the post card stencil 

onto kraft, trace the outer lines and cut out (2x medium, 1x 

small). Then place the post card stencil onto design paper, trace 

the outer lines of the rectangle and cut out.

Make imprints of stamps onto the medium size post cards using 

distress ink. Cut 2 x 5.5 cm design paper and stamp a text 

with Versafi ne ink. Die cut the parts needed from different card 

colours. Use Versafi ne to stamp a text onto the ticket. 

Work the card with distress ink salty ocean and black soot. 

Fold the oval in half and glue around the top of the label.

Die cut the image with a slightly smaller circle.
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By Tineke van der Linden

tinekeskaartenhoekje.blogspot.nl

Materials used for both cards: 

Craftables by Tiny: CR1409 (Fishing net) and CR1410 (Lighthouse), Creatables by Anja: LR0470 (Frilly square, twig used), Creatables 

by Tiny: LR0595 (Seagulls), LR0596 (Sandpipers) and LR0597 (Jetty), Die cut and embossing machine, Distress ink: picket fence, 

rusty hinge, black soot, hickory smoke, gathered twigs, walnut stain, pumice stone, Decoupage sheet: EWK1259 (Sea breeze), Pretty 

Paper design paper pad: PK9156 (Sea breeze), Papicolor card: Original pearly white (930), army green ( 954), night blue (941) and 

Christmas red (943), Recycled kraft brown (323), Black pen/felt tip

General instructions: 

Colour in the seagulls with distress ink hickory smoke and rusty hinge and the white sandpipers with distress ink gathered twigs, 

black soot and the eye with a black pen. Work the embossed parts of the darker card colours with distress ink picket fence and the 

kraft card with walnut stain. Die cut the anchor from black kraft and colour in with Inka Gold silver.

Extra needed for this card:

Creatables: LR0600 (Waves), 

LR0602 (Sea shell pins), 

Design folder: DF3436 (Ocean 

view), Papicolor card Original: 

baby blue (956)

Extra needed for this card:

Creatables: LR0485 (Petra’s 

Oval & Corners), LR0532 

(Nautical set, anchor used), 

LR0594 (Tiny’s Boats), LR0601 

(Border-Sea shells), Design 

folder: DF3448 (Sea shells), 

Papicolor Recycled kraft: black 

(324), Inka Gold: silver, Paper 

distresser, Wax cord

Cut a 15 x 15 cm red top-fold card. Layer 14.5 x 14.5 cm white 

card and 14 x 14 cm design paper on top.

Cut a 14 x 7.5 cm strip of design paper and work the edges 

with a paper distresser. Cut a red circle and work with the 

design folder. Adhere the picture. Die cut the parts needed from 

different card colours.

Adhere the waves raised with foam tape.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm night blue top-fold card. Cut 14 x 14 cm 

design paper. Emboss a white 13 x 13 cm card with the design 

folder. Work the edges of the design paper and white card with 

a paper distresser. Die cut a pearly white oval, layer the picture 

behind and adhere to night blue card. Die cut the light house 

and boat from Christmas red card, the jetty, border with shells 

and fi shing net from brown kraft, the twig from army green, the 

anchor from black kraft, the seagulls and sandpipers from pearly 

white card. Adhere the border with sea shells between the blue 

top-fold card and the white card. Tie the anchor to the jetty 

with a length of rope.



Extra needed for this card:

Card: black, Pretty Papers 

design paper pad: PK9147 

(Aqua Color), Foamtape, Mica

Work velvet paper with aquarel paint and set aside to dry.

Cut a 14 x 14.5 cm top-fold card. Layer a 13.8 x 14.3 cm black 

card on top. Die cut black letters. Cut design paper into fi ve 

13.5 x 1 cm strips. Emboss the prepared velvet paper with 

the design folder and cut into 13.5 x 14 cm (make sure to get 

horizontal lines). Adhere to the black card.

Cut fi fteen 2 x 2.5 cm pieces of mica. Glue the die cut letters 

on top. Then spell out your text. Position fi ve narrow strips of 

foamtape, 13.5 cm long, onto the card: one along the top, one 

along the bottom and the remaining three equally divided in the 

centre of the card.

Adhere the mica with the letters neatly aligned onto the card.

Then adhere fi ve narrow strips of design paper onto the strips of 

foamtape to fi nish off the card.

By Miriam de Vos

postenkadootje.nl

Materials used for both cards:

Design folder Extra: DF3454 (Letter Board), Die cut and embossing machine, Velvet paper: white, Craft tape: LR0014 (double-sided, 

10 cm wide), Aquarel paint: pastel dreams, Glue: roller/multi medium matte

Making letter stickers

Layer strips of wide double-sided craft tape across the reverse side of the card colour that you are going to use for die cutting the 

letters. Die cut the alphabet and remove the protective layer from the letters that you need for these two cards. Keep the spare 

letters for another project. If you only need a few letters or a few of the same ones, you can cut small pieces of card, layer craft 

tape onto the reverse side and then stick the card pieces to the die with low tack tape to keep them in place.

Extra needed for this card:

Craftables by Marleen: CR1464 

(Plants), Embossing powder: 

white pearl (Wow), Heat tool, 

Watermark-ink: Versamark 

Work velvet paper with aquarel paint and set aside to dry.

Work another piece of velvet paper with different colours of 

aquarel paper for the pots and plants. Cut a 21.4 x 30 cm strip 

for the card and score at 10.7 cm. 

Die cut the prepared velvet paper using the cutting die for the 

frame and then emboss the centre. Layer onto the card, mount 

the frame on top using 3D-tape. Spell out your text using letters 

die cut from velvet paper. Die cut the pots and plants. Use 

Versamark to stamp a heart onto one of the pot and work with 

embossing powder and a heat tool.

Finish off the card as per example given.


